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ABSTRACT
The aim of this work is to improve the shear force of AA1050 sheets joint’s using two stages of friction spot technique
by spot extruding of aluminium metal. The primary and secondary stages were carried out using two different tools:
a pin with shoulder tool and a pin-less tool in the primary and secondary stage, respectively. Effect of the depth of
plunging and tool rotating speed on joint’s properties were analysed. Increasing the depth of plunging and tool rotating
speed increased the depth of the extruded aluminium. The tool plunging depth was the maximum influential parameter
on the depth of the extruded aluminium. The secondary stage improved the joint's shear force. The tool rotating speed
exhibited the most effective parameter on the process temperature, joint’s shear force, and pull-out. The joint’s shear
force and pull-out decreased with increasing the depth of plunging and tool rotating speed. The two sheets are joined
by a mechanical interlock at a line of an interface by a flow of the extruded aluminium without defects. The tested
samples were failed by different modes: shearing the extruded aluminium and cleavage the aluminium metal near tool
trace.
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INTRODUCTION
Friction Stir welding (FSW) is considered an energy-efficient, agreeable, environment, and multi-purpose joining
method that has been categorized to be one of the most significant accomplishments in the joining aluminum alloys
field [1-3]. The Friction Stir Spot Welding process (FSSW) is a highly beneficial alternate of the classical FSW, which
can be an alternative to single-point joining techniques like as electric resistance spot welding, clinching, fastening
[4], laser spot welding, [5] ultrasonic spot welding [6] and self-piercing riveting [7]. FSSW of aluminum alloys have
many features when compared with the processes of RSW: liquation cracking and solidification in addition to porosity,
which is representative in RSW, are disposed of with FSSW because of the process solid-state nature [8]. In the
automotive industries, RSW is vastly utilized for welding aluminum metals, and frequently pores and cracks are
observed in the welding zone because of thermal effects. These welding defects could be reduced by using FSSW. In
the aerospace and automotive industry and because of the environmental issues and fuel economy, the decrease of
weight becomes a very significant advantage [9].
Aluminium alloys are low-density materials with ideal lightweight structural, good plasticity, high specific strength,
and different characteristics. AA1050 is an aluminium-based alloy of the pure wrought family (1xxx series). It is
normally utilized in the chemical and electrical industries, by virtue of having the high electrical conductivity,
workability, and corrosion resistance. AA1050 alloy is likewise occasionally utilized for the manufacture of buildings:
roofing, cladding, signage, road signs, furniture, structure doors, and windows bridges, and support structures [10].
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Their many methods for FSSW: plunge FSSW and refill FSSW type. The refill procedure of FSSW includes the four
stages: friction, the primary extrusion, the secondary extrusion, and the pull-out. In this procedure, the tool comprises
three parts: clamp, sleeve, and pin. The clamps hold the plates hard against but the FSSW process contains three
stages: friction, plunging, and pull-out. FSSW is a solid-state welding method utilized to join similar and dissimilar
metals. This technique is attracting a lot of interest; since it can avert melting and problems of re-solidification.
Likewise, they are suitable for welding metal components with having the large melting temperature variation, like
steel and aluminum [11]. Nonetheless, one of the detriments of customary FSSW is the keyhole residual after the
process of welding. The keyhole produces a decrease of the weld strength and the area of effective bonded, and thus
equips the concentration of stress and the initiation point of potential corrosion, because the body paint may not
completely cover the keyhole [12,13]. Researchers have efforted to process the defect of keyhole due to its negative
influence on mechanical properties for the joint process [14].
The remarkable approach for eliminating keyhole is refilled by the RFSSW which is carried out using a tool
complexity [15, 16] and pin-less tool. New methods were progressed to refill the probe hole utilizing an extra filler
material [17, 18]. A comparison between the traditional RFSSW and FSSW techniques was done. When the sheets of
pure aluminum were welded by both two processes, the tool rotational speed influences the metallurgical and
mechanical properties that were studied in the two cases. The shear strength of weld samples of RFSSW was obtained
better than that of the classical process of FSSW, at a higher rotational speed of tool [19]. A retractable pin was used
to realize keyhole spot weld, which they called the process of Friction Stir keyhole-less Spot Welding (FSKSW) [20].
They studied displacement control of the FSSW process of sheets of AA6111-T4. The tool pin was rotated at a constant
rotational speed. Various depths of pin plunge, from 1.6 to 1.9 mm were inspected. The lap shear strength of the FSSW
welded samples decreased at the shallowest insertion depth, Tested samples showed an interfacial separation failure
mode at shallow insertion depth at the highest strength. Mechanisms of nugget-pull failure get along with the highest
strength of shear [21]. Another process was investigated to disposing of the keyhole which is called “intermediate
layer friction stir spot welding (IL-FSSW)” was investigated. An intermediate layer was utilized to prohibit the
occurrence of a keyhole. This process introduced joints of keyhole-free with high mechanical strength [22, 23]. In the
present work, aluminium alloy sheets of type AA1050 were joined using two stages of friction spot with the aid of
two types of rotating tools. In the first stage, a rotating tool containing a shoulder and pin was used. A rotating tool of
the shoulder only was used to carry out the second stage. The influence of rotating speed and the plunging depth on
the joint’s properties were analysed.
THE PROCESS DETAILS
Materials and Dimensions
Joints consisted of joining commercial aluminium alloy specimens (AA 1050). The mechanical properties of AA 1050
are recorded in table 1. Sheets of AA 1050 of 2 mm thickness were used and machined with dimensions of 25- & 100mm. Figure 1 illustrates a sample of the aluminium specimen sheet.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of AA 1050
Tensile strength
(MPa)
120

Yield strength
(MPa)
100
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Shear strength
(MPa)
60
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Figure 1. AA 1050 specimen sheet
A material of high-speed was utilized to manufacture two types of solid cylindrical tools to achieve the joining process.
The first type consisted of a shoulder and pin, while the second was a pin-less tool. The shoulder and pin diameters
were 12 and 4 mm, respectively. Carbon steel material was used to manufacture a hollow disc die and anvil. The
hollow disc die was machined with a central hole with a diameter (4 mm). The main function of the die and anvil was
to support the aluminium specimen during the joining process. Figure 2 illustrates images of the die, anvil, and tools
used in the joining process.

Figure 2. Die and tools
Joining Process
Figure 3 explains the steps of joining of aluminium specimens. Two stages were used to complete the joining process:
primary and secondary stages. The primary stage consisted of three steps: initially, the first type of tool (with pin and
shoulder) was used. The aluminium specimens were fixed on the hollow disc die with a configuration of lap joint. The
centre of the lap joint area was put at the center of the die hole. The second step of this stage included plunging the
rotating tool through the supreme surface of the upper aluminium sample with a certain depth of pin. In this stage, the
rotating friction occurs between the aluminium surface and the pin and shoulder surfaces. The rotating friction
increases the temperature under the tool and generates heat at this zone. The generated heat stirs aluminium metal
with a solid-state. The utilized rotating tool load presses the metal of aluminium, below the pin surface, towards the
lower aluminium specimen. Because of the created heat and squeezed load through the rotating tool, the aluminium
metal, beneath the pin surface, extrudes from the lower specimen through the die hole and forms a rivet head. This
step takes place at a temperature below the melting point of the aluminium material. The final stage of the primary
stage appeared to remove the tool and die. Trace of the pin and shoulder and the extruded aluminium appear clearly
in the final shape at the cross-section joint.
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The secondary stage was performed in three steps using the second type of the rotating tool (pin-less tool) and the
anvil. In the first step, the joined sample in the primary stage was put on the solid anvil, where the upper surface of
this sample was put on the anvil surface. So, the extruded aluminium of rivet head shape being in front of the tool pin.
The additional stage was performed by moving the rotating tool downward until the tool shoulder touches the upper
surface of the aluminium sample. This step was considered as a plunging step, in which the tool shoulder plunges
and/or pressed the extruded aluminium until it penetrates through the aluminium specimen. The plunging occurs
because of the utilized load of the rotating tool and the frictional heat between the shoulder surface and the aluminium
specimen. This step was performed below the aluminium melting point. Finally, the rotating tool and anvil are
removed from the aluminium specimens. The eventual joint cross-section shape is shown in Figure 3c of the secondary
stage.

Figure 3. Schematic of joining process steps
Figure 4 illustrates images of the primary stage which explain the machine, die, tool, and aluminium specimen.
Initially, the die was fixed on the machine base, and then the aluminium specimens were put through the die slot with
a configuration of lap joint. The prime function of the die slot was to avoid specimen sliding during the joining process.
An upper fixture is put on the aluminium specimen and fixed with suitable bolts in the machine base.

Figure 4. Steps of the primary joining process
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Joining Parameters
Two process parameters were used to accomplish the joining process: rotating speed and plunging depth of the tool,
as listed in table 2. Three estimates of the rotating speed were utilized in the primary and secondary stages. Three
values of the pin plunging depth were used in the primary stage. In the secondary stage, the tool moves downward the
aluminium specimen until the shoulder surface touches the upper surface of the aluminium sample. So, the plunging
depth of the rotating tool depends on the depth of the extruded aluminium. According to the previous parameters, nine
samples were joined with a feed rate of tool (16 mm/min).
Table 2. Joining process parameters

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Primary stage
Rotating Speed (RPM)
Plunging depth (mm)
1800
2
1800
1.5
1800
1
1400
2
1400
1.5
1400
1
1120
2
1120
1.5
1120
1

Secondary stage
Rotating Speed (RPM)
1800
1800
1800
1400
1400
1400
1120
1120
1120

Figure 5 illustrates three Joined samples in the primary stage. The extruded aluminium at the centre of the lap join
area is clearly observed with different extruded depths depending on the parameters of process values. The aluminium
was extruded with a uniform circular shape which depended on the pin profile of the tool.

Figure 5. Joined samples in the primary stage
Samples Tests
The joined samples were tested by a shear tensile test, as shown schematically in Figure 6a. A shim was put at the end
of each specimen with an opposite side to eliminate bending of the specimen that occurred during the test. To test the
joint pull-out force, nine samples were joined with cross-shape according to the same parameters in table 2. Figure 6b
illustrates a schematic arrangement of the pull-out test of the joined samples. One of the joined specimens is fixed at
both ends. The load is applied vertically on a plane of the other specimen at each end.
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Figure 6. Schematic of the Joined samples tests
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Joint Surface Features
Figure 7 shows the surface features of the joints at the end of the primary and secondary joining stage. In the primary
stage, the top views of the joints exhibit tool trace which contained pin and shoulder trace. Trace of pin depth depended
on the value of the plunging depth. The bottom views of the samples indicated that the aluminium metal extruded
from the lower specimen toward the hole of the die. The aluminium metal extruded uniformly and formed a rivet head
shape of a diameter equal to the die hole diameter. Side views of the samples indicated that the aluminium was
extruded with different depths depending on the process parameters. For the first three samples, which joined with the
same rotating speed, the first sample, which joined with a maximum tool plunging depth, exhibited a higher ratio of
the depth to diameter of extruded aluminium compared to the other samples. This ratio decreased as the plunging
depth decreased. The same behaviour was found in the second three samples. So, the plunging depth of the rotating
tool exhibits the maximum influence on the ratio of the depth to diameter of the extruded aluminium.
The rotating friction between the tool surface and the aluminium specimen generates heat which softens the aluminium
under the tool surface. The softened aluminium extruded from the lower specimen to the hole diameter under the
effect of the plunging depth of the pin. This depth increases by increasing the applied load of the tool, which increases
the extruded aluminium amount. In the secondary stage, the extruded aluminium was pressed under the effect of tool
shoulder load. For each sample, the tool was moved down toward the extruded aluminium pending the shoulder surface
touched the upper surface of the sample. The generated heat by the friction between the shoulder and specimen surface
softened the extruded aluminium. The utilized tool load immersed the softened aluminium. Top views of the samples
showed that the extruded aluminium was completely immersed through the aluminium specimen. Bottom views of
the joined specimens appeared that the pin trace, of the primary stage, completely or partially disappeared depending
on the parameters of the process. In the samples that joined with a higher rotating speed, samples 1, 2, and 3, the
extruded aluminium disappeared dramatically compared with those that joined with a small rotating speed (samples
7, 8, and 9). A higher rotating speed generates a higher frictional heat which increases the temperature of the softened
aluminium.
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Figure 7. Joint’s surfaces feature in two stages
Process Temperature
Figure 8 shows the recorded temperature at end of each stage. The temperature was recorded at the lower surface of
the joined sample near the edge of the extruded aluminium (for the primary stage) and pin trace (for the secondary
stage). The temperature ranged from 189 to 226 °C (in the primary stage) and from 88 to 125 °C (in the secondary
stage). So, for both stages, the ultimate temperature not reached the AA 1050 melting point. The primary stage exhibits
a higher range of temperature compared with the secondary stage. In the primary stage, the tool consisted of the pin
and shoulder, while the tool of the secondary stage was painless. So, the frictional surfaces in the primary stage were
more than those of the secondary stage. Consequently, the primary stage exhibited the higher ranges of the recorded
temperature. Increasing the rotating speed (for both stages) and plunging depth of the tool increased the process
temperature.
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Figure 8. Process temperature at (a) primary stage (b) secondary stage
On the other hand, the process temperature was analysed by the Design of the experiment (DOE) technique, as display
in Figure 9. Pareto chart appeared that the rotating speed had the maximum influence on the process temperature (for
both stages) compared to the plunging depth of the tool (in the primary stage) and the extruded aluminium (in the
secondary stage).

Figure 9. Pareto chart of process temperature (a) primary stage (b) secondary stage
Depth of The Extruded Aluminium
The depth of the extruded aluminium during the primary stage was measured for each joined sample at the end of the
process and plotted and analysed, as shown in Figure 10. Variation of the depth with the process parameters was
plotted in Figure 10a. Increasing the rotating speed and plunging depth of the tool incremented the value of the
extruded depth. The DOE analysis was used to examine the influence of process parameters on the extruded depth, as
exhibited in Figure 10a and b. The main influence plot indicated that extruded depth increased by increasing the
process parameters. A higher increase was found by increasing the plunging depth compared to the rotating speed
which exhibited the highest influence on this depth, as exhibited in the Pareto chart.

Figure 10. Plot of extruded depth with process parameters (a) Counter (b) main effect (c) Pareto
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Joint’s Shear Force
Figure 11 shows the shear force and fractured surface of the joined samples. The shear forces ranged from 2500 (in
sample No.1) to 4600N (in sample No.9). The joint’s shear force increased with decreasing the process parameters
(rotating speed and plunging depth of the tool). The higher values of the process parameters increase heat and strain
rate generation which increases the brittleness of the joint [24] and decreased the joint’s shear force. Two types of
failure were found in the tested samples: shearing the extruded aluminium (as in samples No.1 and 3) and cleavage at
the trace of the shoulder. The shearing mode was found in the samples of the smallest shear force value which joined
at higher process parameters values. The samples of higher shear force values were joined with smaller values of
process parameters exhibited a cleavage mode.

Figure 11. Sheer force of the joined samples
Figure 12a illustrates the influence of the process temperature on the joint’s shear force. It clearly observed the increase
in the temperature of the primary and secondary stage (T1 and T2) decreased the mechanical properties of the joints.
The joint’s shear forces were analysed by the DOE technique as exhibited in figure 12b. The Pareto chart appeared
that the rotating speed of the tool had the maximum influence on the joint’s shear force compared with the plunging
depth [25].

Figure 12. Effect of process (a) temperature and (b) parameters on joint’s shear force
A set of joined samples by only the primary stage were tested to compare the joint’s shear force with those joined by
both the primary and secondary stages, as shown in Figure 13. The first curve of shear force represents the joined
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sample by the primary stage, while the second curve represents the shear force of the samples that are joined by both
the primary and secondary stages. The curves of the joint’s shear force indicated that the secondary stage modified
the joint’s shear force. In this stage, the stress concentration produced by the pin and shoulder trace was reduced by
re-immersing the extruded aluminium. Moreover, re-immersing the extruded aluminium can increase the interface
between the two materials due to the additional applied load compared with the single load that applied during the
primary stage.

Figure 13. Joint’s shear force of joined samples by primary and primary with secondary stage
Joint’s Pull-Out Force
Figure 14 illustrates a variation of the joint’s pull-out force with the process parameters and temperature. The pull-out
force ranged from 550 (in sample No.1) to 1900N (in sample No.9), as shown in Figure 13a. Increasing the process
temperature (for both stages), rotating speed, and plunging depth of the tool decreased the pull-out force of the joints.
The higher input heat generates from higher process parameters which increase the brittleness at the joint region and
decrease the mechanical properties of the joints.

Figure 14. Joint’s pull-out force variation with (a) process parameters (a) process temperature
On the other hand, the joint’s pull-out forces were analysed by the DOE method to examine the influence of process
parameters, as exhibited in figure 15. The main influence plot, Figure 15a, appears that the pull-out force decreased
with increasing the process parameters. Moreover, the rotating speed of the tool shown the maximum influence on the
joint’s pull-out force compared with the plunging depth of the tool.
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Figure 15. Effect of process parameters on Joint’s pull-out force (a) main effect plot (b) Pareto chart
Joint’s Microstructure
Sample No.9 was chosen to examine the microstructure behaviour of the joint’s cross-section as shown in Figure 16.
The extruded aluminium had a curvature flow under the pin surface. The joint cross-section indicated that the joining
process was carried out with small defects. Moreover, the joining between the two materials took place at an interface
line by mechanical interlock, where the maximum temperature reached 35% of the melting of the joined material. The
interface line exhibited no defects along with the joint interface.

Figure 16. Joint’s microstructure
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CONCLUSIONS
Sheets of AA1050 were joined by two stages of friction spot technique using a tool of pin and shoulder and a tool of
the shoulder in the primary and secondary stage, respectively. Two process parameters were used: rotating speed and
plunging depth of the tool. The following conclusion can be drawn:
1. In the primary stage, the aluminium extruded uniformly and formed an interface line without defects.
2. Depth of the extruded aluminium increased with increasing the rotating speed and plunging depth of the tool.
3. The plunging depth of the tool exhibited the maximum influence on the depth of the extruded aluminium compared
with the rotating speed.
4. The rotating speed of the tool was the most effective parameter on the process temperature, joint’s shear force, and
pull-out compared with the plunging depth of the tool.
5. The secondary stage improved the shear force of the samples joined by the primary stage.
6. The tested samples were failed two different modes: shearing the extruded aluminium and cleavage the aluminium
near the shoulder trace.
7. The process temperature for both stages increased by increasing the process parameters values.
8. The joint’s shear force and pull-out decreased with increasing the process parameter.
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